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To teach is to touch lives of the students. As a teacher it is not always the mastery of the subject matter but also to teach them to be a speaker someday, teaching them how to stand up and speak confidently in front of their future listeners. It is how you mold the students to be a better, especially those students who dream to be like you, a teacher, or to be a speaker, to work in a call center, or to be a broadcaster someday. The future of the students is in your hands. It is not easy to be a teacher but you will surely up with that if only you make sure that you are an effective teacher.

Teaching is not an easy profession and teaching English subject is one of the examples of it. Teaching English grammar or language is boring but then as a teacher, you must encourage your students and motivate them by giving them a lot of activities that is enjoyable and entertaining. In teaching English grammar the teacher should be aware of his/her grammar, vocabulary and fluency. He should inspire his students in speaking the English language to enhance the skills of the learners. If the teacher is an effective learning facilitator, he must know how to interact with his learners. He must give students a chance to speak and express themselves by using the English language. It will be effective if the teacher will make sure that his students understand what he is saying and to make it possible he should ask questions to his students with the connection to the topic. He must know how to develop the student’s vocabulary and fluency in speaking the foreign language. The teacher should know how to use his body gestures and signs effectively because it gives energy and it will be enjoyable and interesting in listening to their mentor. The teacher should give emphasis to the students who are not good in speaking or talking in public and without the confidence to express them in speaking the English language. The English teacher should help them in enjoying it and encourage that learning another language is the overwhelming task. If the teacher is efficient enough to teach English it will be easier for him to teach.